
To provide a realistic quotation for the Shapes Modeling Service it is important to de�ne certain elements related to the shape.
Please follow the steps below. If you wish to receive a quotation for multiple shapes, please �ll out this form per shape.

What should your shape look like? Please take pictures of your shape from four di�erent angles in a way that 
all the curves, lines etc. of the shape are visible. Send the pictures to shapes@esko.com and specify the 
name of the shape.

What would you like to use the shape for?

1.

3.

Do you have concerns or remarks?7.

We need to know in advance on which part of 
the shape you will place artwork, please specify 
the pintable parts.

2.

Will you require multiple variations of this 
speci�c shape (e.g. di�erent sizes or colors)? if 
yes, please specify.

4.

If the content of the package is visible, what 
would you like us to do with this? Should it look 
true-to-nature? (It could be that the modeling of 
true-to-nature content will take extra time)

5.

Before we can start modeling the shape we 
need you to supply sample artwork and a 
physical sample or 3D CAD �les of the shape 
(All data will be treated con�dentially). You do 
not have to supply this to complete this form, 
but we need to know in advance what you will 
choose to supply. A 3D CAD �le can save 
modeling time, especially with rigid containers.

After we receive this completed form and the pictures we will provide you the speci�ed quotation within 3 working days.
If you choose to proceed in the process and all the needed data has been collected the modeling will start. This will take
a maximum of two weeks. When the modeling is completed you will receive a collada �le and PDF artwork template. 

Click here to send this form to shapes@esko.com. 
Don’t forget to include the pictures.

6.

Name of the Shape:Your Company:

Create 3D PDF �les with Studio Designer
Create snapshots or movies with Studio Visualizer
Use the shape in ArtiosCAD
To do artwork distortion in Illustrator with Studio Toolkit for 
Shrink Sleeves. ( Physical grid sample required!)

Other, specify:

Content is not visible or not required
Include the content, but not necessarily realistic
Include the content as realistic as possible

Physical sample and sample artwork �le
3D CAD �le and sample artwork �le

Front label
Back label
Top label
Shrink sleeve
Body is one large printable part
Other, specify:

Total number of printable areas:

Price Quote Request for
Shapes Modeling Service
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